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Dynamics Based Computation
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We demonstrate the ability of lattices of coupled chaotic maps to perform simple computations.
dynamical system is shown to emulate logic gates, encode numbers, and perform specific arith
operations on those numbers such as addition and multiplication. We also demonstrate the abil
this dynamical system to perform the more specialized operation of determining the least com
multiplier of a sequence of integers. [S0031-9007(98)07021-5]

PACS numbers: 05.45.+b, 89.70.+c
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A recurring theme of research into chaotic system
has been that chaos provides “flexibility” in the perfor
mance of natural systems and provides such systems w
a rich repertoire of behaviors that can be utilized for “im
proved” performance [1]. We demonstrate the ability o
coupled chaotic dynamical systems to perform a variety
computations.

Chaotic lattices.—Our computer hardware is a network
of chaotic elements. It is described by discrete spacei,
discrete timet, and continuous state variable. The indi
vidual elements (indexed by their spatial locationid evolve
under a suitable nonlinear mapfsssxtsidddd. We have takenf
to be the logistic map:fsxd  axs1 2 xd, x [ f0, 1g with
the nonlinearity parametera chosen to make the system
chaotic (a  4 throughout this work). In this chaotic lat-
tice aself-regulatory threshold dynamicsis incorporated to
provide adaptation [2]. The adaptive mechanism is tri
gered when a site in the lattice exceeds the critical val
xp, i.e., when a certain sitextsid . xp. The supercritical
element then relaxes (or avalanches) by transporting its
cessD  sssxtsid 2 xpddd to its neighbor(s). In particular,
we considerunidirectional transport in one-dimensional
lattices of coupled logistic maps, which behave as fo
lows: When a response (a relaxation) is triggered, the s
nal (excess of threshold) is transferred to one neighb
xtsid ! xp, xtsi 1 1d ! xtsi 1 1d 1 D.

The relaxation continues synchronously until allxsid #

xp, after which the next iteration of the maps takes plac
The dynamics then induces a unidirectional nonline
transport down the lattice by initiating a domino effec
(reminiscent of the avalanches arising in self-organize
sandpiles [3]). The boundary (henceforthedge) is open
so that the excess is conducted out of the system. O
basic unit of time (henceforth adynamical update) consists
of one synchronous forward iteration of the maps in th
lattice followed by relaxation of all lattice sites to their
final (relaxed) state [allxsid # xp].

The threshold coupling governs the dynamics of the la
tice, showing the presence of manyphasesin xp space [2].
The excess emitted from the open boundary of the syste
as well as the lattice configurations ofN threshold cou-
pled elementshxs1d, xs2d, . . . , xsNdj for all finite N, evolve
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in cycles of varying orders with period depending on the
value ofxp. For example [2]: For0 , xp , 0.75 we get a
spatiotemporal fixed-point region (where all lattice sites re
lax toxp, i.e.,xsid  xp for every elementi after threshold
coupling). Further, the excess is emitted at the rate of on
unit per dynamical update. This is followed by regions o
threshold parameter space where the system emits exc
(and lattice configurationshxs1d, xs2d, . . . , xsNdj repeat)
in periodic sequences of higher order. For instance, fo
0.75 , xp , 0.905, we get cycles of order 2, for0.905 ,

xp , 0.925 we get order 4, forxp , 0.93 we get order 6,
and so forth. Thus from thissingle spatially distributed
chaotic system, we can deterministically [2] extract with a
singleparameter (in this case the threshold value) an infi
nite variety of dynamical behavior and periods.

The properties that underscore the significance of ha
ing chaotic elements in the lattice are: (a) If the sam
threshold dynamics was imposed on a random lattice, w
would not recover any of the above periodicities. For thes
periodicities to occur we require deterministic dynamics
(b) The ergodic properties of chaotic systems guarante
that the system always falls into the desired periodicitie
and it will not get trapped in any restricted corner of phas
space; and (c) chaotic elements will yield an infinite num
ber of periodicities under variation of the threshold.

Construction of gates.—First, we will demonstrate that
our dynamical system can emulate aNOR logic gate. One
can interpret the state of an element as follows:xi  xp is
state 1 andxi , xp is state 0. The response of the lattice
used to characterize the output is the excess transpor
out of the edge of the lattice as a result of the relaxation
Thus one can imagine a readout at the open end of t
lattice which registers the excess signal which represen
the output (the answer of the logical operation).

To achieve this logic operation, we operate in the
xp regime where the chaotic elements emit excess as
sequence of period 2 when threshold coupled. Here
two-element unit can have two possible states (note th
we always consider attractor states, not transients): (
The coherent state: This occurs in the range0.750 ,

xp , 0.905, and emits excess from the open edge i
the periodic sequence0 ! 2D1 ! 0 ! 2D1 . . ., where
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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D1  f2sxpd 2 xp and (2) the out-of-phase state which
occurs in the range0.835 , xp , 0.905 and which emits
excess from the open edge in the periodic sequence0 !
D2 ! 0 ! D2 . . . whereD2  fsss fsxpd 1 D1ddd 2 xc.

Thus a particular realization of aNOR gate is achieved
as follows: We work in a parameter window aroun
xp , 0.84 where the coherent and out-of-phase states a
coexisting attractor states andD2 ø D1 such that the
difference between the coherent and out-of-phase sta
is clearly discernible. Now the inputs of our logic gat
are two elements in specified states. Their collectiv
response after a dynamical update is the excess sig
ejected from the open edge of the two-element lattic
(which here is the second lattice element, i.e., eleme
two). The collective response should emulate the outp
of a NOR gate. We obtain this input-output association a
follows: If the inputs areI1  0 and I2  0 we select
an attractor state consisting of two elements, both wi
x , xp. This coherent two-element lattice,s0, 0d, after
dynamical update, emits2D1 from the open edge. If
the inputs areI1  0 and I2  1, we select the out-of-
phase lattice states0, 1d, whose response, after a dynamica
update, is to eject a total excess of 0 from the open ed
If the inputs areI1  1 and I2  0 we select the out-
of-phase lattices1, 0d whose response, after a dynamica
update, is to eject a total excess ofD2 , 0 from the open
edge. Finally, if the inputs areI1  I andI2  I we again
choose the coherent lattice states1, 1d whose response after
a dynamical update is to eject a total excess of 0 from t
open edge.

Now if we define the output from the open edge of th
lattice as: 1 if the ejected amount is¿0 and 0 if the ejected
amount is,0, it is clear that the input-to-output associa
tion corresponds to that of aNOR gate. Consequently, any
Boolean operation or circuit can be constructed by a su
able coupling of this basic two-element latticeNOR gate.
Note that one requires sufficiently strong nonlinearities
the local map in order to obtain the emission pattern nece
sary for the construction of gates. In our system of coupl
logistic maps, only values ofa . 3 can yield the required
attractor states. Intriguingly, logic operations in dynam
cal systems have been seen before, as demonstrated
Toth and Showalter, who were able to demonstrate log
in a spatially extended chemical dynamical system [4].

Arithmetic operations.–—When our lattice elements are
not being used in computations they have a default thres
old of xp  1 (i.e., they are effectively decoupled). Speci
fication of the input of an arithmetic operation consists o
providing threshold parametersxp , 1 for some elements.
This induces an avalanche of excess providing commu
cation of information among these elements. The colle
tive excess from a specified open edge yields the answ

Encoding and addition scheme 1.—In the threshold
range0 , xp , 0.75, a chaotic element under adaptive
threshold response emits excess after each dynamical
date in order to relax back toxp. The amount of excess
emitted per dynamical update is a unimodal nonlinear fun
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tion of the threshold, over the range0 , xp , 0.75, going
from 0 at xp  0 to a maximum valueEmax  9y16 at
xp  3y8 and then back to 0 again atxp  3y4. In our
encoding scheme the amount of excess emission (in spe
fied units) directly gives the value of the integer. We de
fine the unit of excess emission to bed 2 EmaxyN , where
N is the largest integer we wish to encode. Then an integ
m is encoded by an excess emission ofmd. In order to en-
code integers 0 toN , the necessary capacity of resolution
of emitted excess must beEmaxyN  d. Clearly, greater
precision in measuring the excess and threshold setting
lows larger numbers to be encoded.

Since the map is deterministic, one can determine e
actly the threshold which yields a given excess (where e
cess varies from 0 toN units) and this gives a lookup table
associating the value of the threshold to the value of a
integer (see Fig. 1). Thus the same element can enco
an arbitrarily large set of numbers, under varying thres
old (with the threshold levels being sent to it as part of th
software or programming).

Typically stronger nonlinearities yield a larger rang
of excess emission. For instance the parabolic form
the logistic map, ata  4, has the highest maxima and
thus yields the largest difference between the map and
effective truncated map after adaptive response as sho
in the inset of Fig. 1. The range of excess emissio
f0, Emaxg is determined by the above-mentioned differenc
with Emax  sa 2 1d2y4a for the logistic map. This range
decreases with decreasing strength of the nonlinear
parametera.

To perform addition onm numbers, we set the threshold
of m connected elements such that each encodes a term
the sum. The excess emitted from an element drives
neighboring element, with the element encoding the la
term of the sum having the open edge where we regis

FIG. 1. A lookup graph of encoded number vs threshold valu
xp. The encoded number is given by the emitted excessD
(which is a function ofxc) through the relation: Encoded
number  Dyd, where D  fsxpd 2 xp and d  EmaxyN ,
with fsxd  4xs1 2 x2d and the largest number encoded (N 
100 here). Inset: Return map of a single chaotic element und
adaptive threshold response (herexp  3y4). The difference
between the solid and dotted lines is the amount of exce
emitted in the dynamical update.
2157
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the output. After a dynamical update, an avalanche swee
across the lattice as shown in Fig. 2. This avalanche giv
rise to an excess emission from the open edge which can
directly associated with the result. The addition operatio
is then achieved simply as follows:Input the threshold
values from the lookup table to encode the numbers to
added and then register the emitted excess from the op
edge at the end of one dynamical update.The dynamics
of the lattice is such that this emitted excess is the requir
answer.

Parallel operations.—Finally, the operation can be
done in parallel (synchronously/concurrently) by having
branching topology of the lattice. To add several numbe
a branched lattice is employed where each branch is
element encoding a term in the sum. Now the computati
time is not proportional to the number of terms in th
sum, as in serial addition. Instead, the computation time
independent of the number of terms in the addition, and
always equal to two: In one avalanche step all the bran
elements relax and then in a second step the element w
the open edge leading to output relaxes. Consequen
this dynamical system, consisting of a highly branchin
lattice, can serve as a massively parallel computer, w
several inputs flowing concurrently into an element, from
whose open edge one collects the answer.

Encoding and addition scheme 2.—Now we describe
an alternate encoding scheme that exploits the abil
of the dynamical system to operate at various perio
icites. We denote the threshold yielding excess emission

FIG. 2. Threshold coupled chaotic elements emulating
adding machine: Here we are adding four numbers,i, j, k,
and l each encoded by an element with threshold set su
that it emits i, j, k, l units of excess, respectively (where the
unit of excess isd). These elements are threshold couple
in a chain, with the ejected excess from elementis idd
driving element j, etc., onto elementl, from whose open
boundary the collective excess is emitted to the output lea
The emitted excess is exactly the sumi 1 j 1 k 1 l in units
of d. The computing time, equal to the duration of the adaptiv
avalanching process, is equal to the number of terms in the s
(which is four here).
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periodicityk asxk
p . Now in order to encode anN bit binary

number whose representation isaN aN21 · · · a2a1, we use
N chaotic elements, each encoding a bit. If the value of t
kth bit is 1 (i.e.,ak  1) its threshold is set atx2N2k

p , such
that it emits excess periodically with period2N2k . For in-
stance, if the bit farthest from the decimal pointaN  1
it will be encoded by an element whose period is 1, whi
if a1  1 it will be encoded by an element whose per
odicity 2N21. If the value of a bit is 0, then the elemen
representing the bit has its threshold set at 0 resulting
zero emission.

To obtain the value of the numberaN · · · a1, we have
to threshold couple theN elements representing the bits
with aN having the open edge to the readout. The exce
emitted by thisN element over one period of the longes
period 2N21 (i.e., over 2N21 dynamical updates for a
N-bit number) gives the value of the number, nameP

k1,N ak2k21. This encoding scheme exploits chaos as
employs many different periods and only a chaotic eleme
can yield all of them under varying threshold. The schem
can be easily modified to encode any other base expans
(such as decimals) as well. It should be noted that one
to take care in choosing the same unit of excess emiss
for all cycles in that the amount an element with thresho
xk

p emits afterk steps should be the same for allk. The
threshold values for which a requisite set of cycles em
the same excess can be determined exactly. The num
of bits that can be encoded is limited by the resolution
excess emission and threshold setting.

For addition, we again threshold couple the lattice
elements representing the terms in the sum. After ev
lution over2N21 dynamical updates the coupled elemen
will eject from the open boundary an amount equal to th
result of the addition. This operation commutes and a
number of terms can be threshold coupled together (i
added) in series (linear lattice configuration) or parall
(branching lattice configuration). The relaxation tim
(which determines the computing speed) for serial additi
of m N-bit numbers is#m 1 N 2 1, while for parallel
addition it is#N 1 1. A specific example of the parallel
addition operation is demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Multiplication.—Multiplication can be performed (as
an extension of addition) by invoking the same parall
computational approach through branching. For instan
to multiply m by n, we have a lattice withn branches, each
branch being a copy of the lattice element encodingm (via
encoding scheme 1 or 2). The total ejected excess will
the answer:m 3 n. Alternately, we can take the lattice
element encodingm and collect the emitted excess overn
dynamical updates. The collected excess, equal tom 3 n,
yields the answer. This has the advantage of requiri
only one element of the lattice in order to calculate th
product (in contrast to the former method which require
n elements) while costingn times more than the former
method (n dynamical updates are required instead of 1
Depending on the resources available, one could eit
operate with many elements or with fewer elements wi
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FIG. 3. Parallelized addition operation of three integers:
5, and 1, where the terms of the addition are encoded by
chain of three elements each. These are threshold couple
a branching configuration. Now after four dynamical updat
(since the longest period 2321  4) the entire branching
lattice emits a total excess of 13 units, which is the result
the operation:7 1 5 1 1  13.

quicker dynamics, in order to achieve the operation in t
same amount of time.

Least common multiple.—We can also devise dynami-
cal algorithms, which exploit the dynamics to perform
other, more specialized operations. For instance, we h
realized a dynamical algorithm for finding a least commo
multiple (LCM) of a sequence of integers. To find th
LCM of a sequence ofn integers:k1, k2, . . . , kn we usen
chaotic elements as the input. Thesen input elements have
their threshold fixed such that they emit excess cyclica
with periods equal to the values of the integers the
represent, namelyk1, k2, . . . , kn. The periodicity of the
excess emitted thus represents the value of the terms
the LCM.

The deterministic dynamics of the local elements allow
one to obtain exact generating equations for window
of threshold values supporting a certain periodicity [2
Thus one can obtain a lookup table relating periodici
of excess emission to threshold in order to represent a
positive integer. Again, only local chaos can provide a
the periodicities necessary to represent the whole range
inputs via the same single element.

Now these input elements are coupled in parallel to o
master element whose threshold is fixed atxp , 0.75 and
which has the open edge whose excess provides the fi
answer. The excess ejected from the input elements s
chronously stimulates the master element, which in tu
emits excess from its open edge with periodicity equal
the LCM of all the input stimuli periods. Thus one ob
tains the LCM of the terms by simply measuring the p
riod of the master element’s response. Note that one c
handle many terms in parallel by stimulating the mast
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element synchronously with different periodic impulses
This simple but intriguing example demonstrates that dy
namic algorithms hold the potential for computing a rang
of specialized mathematical operations. Thus we begin
see the first glimpse that dynamics can perform comput
tion not just by emulating logic gates or simple arithmetic
operations, but by performing more sophisticated operatio
through self-organization rather than composites of simple
operations.

Obviously it remains to be seen how to match dynami
cal systems with specific computational problems. A ke
feature of dynamical computing is its ability to handle gen
eral computational tasks. This appears to be in contra
with DNA [5,6] and quantum computers [7] which seem
to be geared to handlespecificproblems suited specially
to their physical properties. Additionally, we can demon
strate [8] that the methods for dynamical computation out
lined in this paper work (even in the presence of noise) wit
continuous nonlinear differential equations, such as thos
which model coherently pumped far-infrared NH3 lasers
[9]. Thus, applications of this technique might prove use
ful for high speed optical computing. Further, while it is
known that coupled chaotic maps [10] can,in principle,be
viewed as universal computers, we have shownin practice
that the generic chaotic properties of nonlinear dynamica
systems can perform a variety of computations. Thus th
potential of dynamical computation lies in the possibility
of designing asinglespatially extended dynamical system
to perform avariety of computational tasks by exploiting
the rich and complex dynamics and pattern formation o
spatially extended nonlinear systems.
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